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ABSTRACT

The results of an experimental investigation of the effects of bit

synchronization error and carrier frequency uncertainty on the perfor-

mance Lf receivers used to demodulate differential phase shift keyed

(DPSK) signals are presented. Also, previous analytical results

relating to the differential detector (DD) are summarized and an

expression for the performance of the perfectly timed DD with frequency

uncertainty is derived. The bit error probability and the probability c

two consecutive errors are used as performance measures. The exper-

imental and analytical results obtained apply to cases in vhich the

carrier is biphase modulated with the differentially encoded bit stream,

the (equivalent) noise at the receiver input is white and Gaussian dis-

tributed, the bit synchronization error is Gaussian distributed, and the

error in the carrier frequency estimate is constant as a function of

time. The results presented provide a basis for the design of systems

employing DPSK and differential detection when changing system geo-

metries must be considered, e.g., in satellite communications systems.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The combination of cifferential phase -;hift keying (DF-SK) and

differential detection is knrwn to provide optimum performance in iigi-

tal comnuni.cations sysce.r•, which emp'oy a carrier signal when an

ar.ori estimate of tVie carrier phase is not available at the receiver.

However, to date, DPSK (and differential detection) has not Leer, utili-

zed extensively in conventional space communications and telemetry

systems because an accura-t, estimate of che carrier phase can usually

be esLablished and continuously maintainei, -t the receiver. As a

result, phase shift keying (PSK) and (partially) coherer:t •netection

usually provide best performance. Recently, considerable interest

has developed in non-conventional systems in which pulsed-envc lop.ý

signa.,3 are employed to c nvey dgital ilrformation, e.g., time division

multiple access (TDMA) space comniunicaticns sy,,temsJ 3]. In such

'ýystems, it is often ei.ther •m;. ssible or impractical to retain phase

informration accurately from pulse to pulse. On assuming that phase

infcrmation would have to be acquired at tK; beginning of each pulse.,

that the bit timing information require" to identify each signalling in-

terval can be retained from pulse to pulse, and that fewer than approx-

imately one thousand data bits are to be conveyed pe," pulse, DPSK and
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differential detection can provide better overall performance than PSK

and (partially) co)herent detection. Differ•.ntial detection is markedly

superior to partially coherent detection in TDMA systems when only a

few tens of bits are transmitted per pulse and the assumptions just

stated are applicable[5] . Thus, there is a need for detailed informa-

tion regarding the design and performance of practical differential

detectors.

The purposes of this report are t :eefold: I) to summarize the

avw'Llable analytical results relat'-.g to differential detection, 2) to

extend available analytical results by determining the effects of an

error in the carrier frequency estimate on the performance of the di-f-

ferential detector (DD), and 3) to present extensive experimental re-

sults describing the performance of a practical, i.e., imperfect, DD

when the channel is Gaussian. The experimental results verify the

accuracy of four theoretical results: 1) the results relating the bit

error probability, PE, to the bit energy to singie-sided noiee density

ratio, Eb/No, when the DD is "deý.'ty implemented[ 6 -91, 2) the results

obtained by Sajz and Sz.ltzbe-eg~l 1] which show the probability of two con-

secuitve errors as a function of Eb/No when the DD is ideally imple-

mented, 3,I the result. derived by Huff[1] relating PE to Eb/No when

the DED -s imperfectly timed, and 4) the analytical results to be derived

which sl~ow the effects of an error in the estimate of the carrier



frequencý on PE when the DD is oherwise ideally instrumented.

Experinmintal res~Atd are also given which show the combined effects

of bit timing error anrc -n exror in the carrier frequency estimate on

p. and ;n the probability of two corsecutive errors, for which no

corresponding theoretical resul~s are available. All results apply

when biphase modulation is employed, and when the channel simply

attenuates and delays the transmitted signal, the receiver bandwidth

is much larger than the signalling rate, and the (equivalent) noise at

the receiver input is white and Gaussian distributed.

J*

The effect of frequency offset on differential detection has been dete;'-
mined independently by Henry[ 10) . The different approaches ernploy-

ed in the two analyses lead to expression-, for Pt; which differ con-
siderably in form. However, spot checks of the numerical results
obtained using the two expressions indicate tnat they are equivalent.
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CHAPTER II
A DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DETECTOR AND

A SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE ANALYTICAL RESULTS

A. Introduction

In this section, analytical results applicable to differential

detection are summarized. This summary is preceded by a descrip-

tion of the signalling waveform and methods for differentially detect-

ing the data carrying signal in the presence of noise. Notations,

assamptions, and discussions applicable to subsequent analyses are

given.

B. System Descripti3n

In systems employing (antipodal) DPSK, the carrier signal is bi-

phase modulated with a differentially encoded bit stream. Either of

two coding conventions can be used to generate the modulation wave-

form from the data bit stream. To be specific, At is assumed that a

"0" in the data bit stream is encoded as (0,0) or (1, 1), i.e., the en-

coded bit in the current interval is the same as the encoued bit in the

previous interval. Correspondingly, a "I" in the data bit stream is

encoded as (0, 1) or (1, 0). This encoding corvention is illustrated by

exa. iple in Fig. I. Note that the first signalling interval is devoted to

I4



DATA BIT STREAM

II Ij 1 0 1 0 0 I 0 1

I I

0 2Tb %Tb 6 b Tb IOTb I 2Tb

2 '1 9 6 7 11 12'
I I I II

SIGNALLING INTERVAL

Fig. 1. A differential encoding example.

establishing a reference, so that N + 1 intervals are required to trans-

Mi't N information bits.

The transmitted waveform is assumed expressible as

(S(ti) = A cos[Wct' + i(t) + a

where i') represents the encoded bit stream and is constant at either

0 or 1 during a given bit interval. The amplitude AO is assumed con-

stant. At the demodulator's input, the message-carrying emponent of

the received signal is assumed expressible in terms of the raceiver

time base as

(2t)t =f COS [(Wc + AWc)t + ITi(t -) + 0]

5



where Pr represents the power in the received signal, E represents the

bit- timing error, and Awc/ZTr represents the doppler shift experienced

by the transmitted signal. In general, Awo, E, and a are time-varying

quantities. An equivalent channel noise voltage, n(t), additively com-

bines with S(t) at the receiver input to form the signal Z(t):

(3) Z(t) = S(t) + n(t)

It is assumed that n(t) is a sample function from a zero mean white

Gaussian process with an autocorrelation function given by

(4) Rnn(T)- = T! N

and a spectral density

No,
(5) Snn(w) =_ No C < W < C

2

Additionr-` , the noise process n(t) is assumed to be ergodic.

A simplified block diagram of the differential detector (DD) to

be investigated is shown in Fig. 2 an alternative detector configura-

tion is shown in Fig. 3 . Mathematically, the ideal integrate/dump dif-

fe.kentia, aotactor (I/D DD) an"' the ideal matched filter/delay hne dif-

ferential detector tiv~i'/ DL DD) are identical. Although not proven

rigorously, there is reisorn o believe that results to be presented for an



.C1(t) tex(t) SAMPLE exfffex xT)

PROCESSING
z(t) s(t) + n(t) DUMP AT SAMPLE AT AN D B INARY

t M- 17- )T+ DECISION LTU

DEVICES LTU

CY (m-I)T4-8 e~(t) HOLD eym ey(mT)

Fig. ?.. A simplified block diagra~m of the
differential detector to be
investigated.

Z (t) MATCHED ___

Fig. 3. A second possible implementation of
the differe-ntial detector.
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imperfect lI/D differential detectcr apply when the same imperfections

exist in a MF/DL DD[10]. Additional causes of performance degrada-

tion must be considered when a MF/DL DD is employed, e.g., inter-

symbol interference caused b, imperfect filtering.

Referring to Fig. 2, the equivalent input signal Z(t', is first

separated into (ctpproximately) )rthogonal components by nultiplying it

with two phase-quadrature sinusoids generated at the receiver. The

resulting multiplier output waveforms, 9x(ti and gy(t), contain both

baseband and double frequency components. Ti ese waveforms are

processed by integrate/dump circuits. Ideally. the integration inter-

vals of length Tb seconds coincide with the intervals over which the

phase of the r'.ceived signal is constant. At the end o' each bit inter-

val, the integrator outputs are reset to zero. In practice, the inte-

grate/dump commands are not precisely synchronized to the bit arxi-

val time due to bit timing error. Additionally, practical integrators

cannot be reset to zero instantaneously. The time required to reset

(or dump) the integrator will be designated by 5: a positivt constant.

At the end of the m-th integration interval, the integrator out-

puts are given by

(6) exm T Z(t) 4Px(t) dt = Sxm + nxm
(n, - 1 )Tb+ b

and



rp~

(7) er = ý Tb Z(t)M (t) dt -Syr + nyrn'(m - I ,Tb+ 5

where

omTb

(8) Sx, ym = S(t) cýx, y(t) dt
"-(m--l)Tb+b

a:nd

Tb(9-xy nit) dýx, ylt) dt
(L)) nx, ym-l1)Tb+F)

Us:-ig straightforward calculations, it can easily be shown that
Sirn and Syr are given by

(10) SXm Eb cos[nri(t-c)] cos(ALot + a-y) dt
Tb m( -l)Tb +b

(1)m- b C mTb cos[iri(t-e)] sin(wot + o - y)dt(11) Sym = T--b "(m-l)Tb+b

when wd >>> fb- and AwoTb < - , the case of interest. In these

expressions, wd is the radian frequency of the local oscillator * (LO),

Eb is the energy per bit of the received signal, defined by

,r. most systerrs, at least one down-converter is employed prior to
detection. Thus the "carrier" frequency of the signal being detected,

or, equi,,,lently, the LO frequency, is actually an intermediate
frequency (IF).

'9



(12) Eb = PrTb

and y represents the random phaze of the LO. The radian frequency

Loo represents the error in the estimate of the carrier frequency (in

radians per second), and 's defined as

(13) Awo = Wc + Awc - td = ZwAfo

where Afo denotes the frequency offset. It will be assumed in subse-

quent discussion that Eqs. (10) and (11) are exact.

The noise components nxm and nym are given by

(14) nxm = T mT n(t) cos(odt + y)dt
(in- !)Tb+b

"(15) n n(t) sin(wdt + y)dt(15) n (in- Il)Tb+6

The noise component are known to be independent, zero mean Gaussian

y~rocessies having equal variances given by[3]

(16) oG* ="-Lo (Tb- )1

Voltages exm and eyr in Eqs. (6) and (7) (approximately) repre-

A A
sent the components of Z(t) in the orthogonal signal space (ýx.ly). The

i 0



signals present at the integrator outputs at tine t = mTb can therefore

be interpreted as the components of a vector Zm, where

(17) TM = e,~x 4+e YM 4Y

Similarly, the message-carrying component can be interpreted as de-

fining a signal vector Sm:

(18) Sm = Sxmx + S Ay 4y

In differental detection, decisions axe- based on the dot product

of the vectors Zm and Z(ml_). At the end of the m-th decision inter-

val, the dot product V is given by

(19) V =Zm " Z(m-l)- Zm Z(m-.l)1 coscP

where 4 is defined af, the angle between Zm and Zm-1• In terms of the

integrator outputs at times t1=(m-1)Tb and tz=mTb, Eq. (19) reduces

to

(20) V = exm ex(m. 1) + eym ey(m-l) 1

The value of V is compared to a threshold voltage in the decision

circuitry. If the voltage V is greater than a threshold VT, then the

output of the threshold detector is a positive voltage; otherwise the out-

put is zero. if the a priori probabihty of a "0" in the transmitted bit

11



stream is equal to one-half, it can be shown that the performance of

the ideal differential detector is optimized by setting VT equal to zero

[6, 8] . For this case, the decision boundary is independent of the vec-

tor magnitudes. Formidable difficulties are encountered in attempting

to determine the optimum decision rule when the DD is imperfectly

timed anLd/or when an error exists in the carrier frequency estimate.

However, even if the optimum decision rule were known, the decision

rule applicable under ideal conditions would probably be employed to

circumvent instrumentation difficulties. Thus, it is assumed that

receiver decisiorn3 are based on the relations

(21) exmex(m-l) + eymey(m. I) < 0 decide "1"

and

(22) exm ex(m.l) + eym ey(m l)> 0 decide "0"

In the absence of decision errors, the DD reproduces the data

bit stream -- not the encoded bit stream -- at its output. Since the

received signal is noisy, some receiver decisions will be in error.

The probability that a given decision is in error, i.e., the bit error

probability P.E, will be used as one measure of performance. The

probability that two errors are made in succession, PED, will be used

as a second performance measdre. Analytical results summarizing

12



the performance of an ideal DD are contained in the following

section.

C. Ideal Differential Detection

1. The bit error probability

The bit error probability (BEP) of the ideally intrumented dif-

ferential detector is given by [ 6-9]

1

(23) 1 exp [-Eb/No]

where Eb/No represents the bit energy to noise density ratio of the

received waveform. As shown in Appendix A, the ideal DD performs

nearly as well as the ideal coherent detector at high bit energy to noise

density ratios. When the integrator dump time is non-zero, then the

BEP of the otherwise ideally implemented DD is given by[ 11

(4 = 1 F" Pr(Tb-) 1
(24) PE;• exp N

ep L No

2. The probability of ýwo consecutive errors

An analysis of the paired error probabilities of the ideal DD was

performed by Salz and Saltzberg[ 11] which applies when the channel

noise is a zero mean white Gaussian process. First, an expression

for the probability of two consecutive errors, PED, was found. This

result was then divided by the bit error probability to obtain an

13



expression for the probability of error given that an error occurred in

the previous bit interval;

PD

(25) Fr(emle .l.-1)) = - E

In a form convenient for numerical evaluation, the expression for

Pr(em! e(m- 1)) as a function of the bit energy to noise density ratio

was found to be given by

•26) Pr(em I e(m l)) 1 a2(0)[ 1 t %WJ!1 cos Oexp(Ma cos28)b(O)]
21T YO"dO

where

(27) a() cos exp(-u 2 ) du

/-CO

(28) b()-) . S exp(- ul~du
' -Mcos 0

and

Eb
(29) M =E •

The detection errors associated with non-adjacent symbols are inde-

pendent when the DD is ideally instrumented. Thus, the conditional

probability Pr(em I e(mn-n)) for n >_ 2 is approxiuvately equal to the bit

14



error probability PE. As a result, the occurrence of more than two

consecutive errors is a relatively rare event.

The results of a numezical cc-nputation of Eq. (?6) are given in

Fig. 4. These re.sults show that the ratio Pr(emle(m-1)) goes to zero

as the bit energy to noise density ratio is increased without bound.

This behavior is best explained by Masonson[4]: "An isolated single

error can occur at very high signal to noise if two deviations are just

large enough to differ by more than the half angle , but not so large

as to unply that another error will necessarily follow. For example,

in differential binary systems, an error occurs if two deviations suc-

cessively are -45* and -46°. In low noise, the next phase deviation is

almost sure to be near zero and so a second error does not occur."

This statement is further substantiated by the experimental results

given in Section IV- o.

D. The Imperfectly Timed Differential
Detector

The effect of bit timing error on the bit error probability of an

otherwise ideal DD has been calculated by Huff[ 1j . Explicit numeri-

cal results were reported for the case where the timing error, t, is

Gaussian distributed with mean value e and standard deviation a-,. The

loss mechanism when the timing error is non-zero will now be de cri-

bed and appropriate results summarized.

15
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Fig. 4. The probability of error given that an error was
detected in the previous bit interva& versus the
bit energy to noise density ratio for the ideally
instrumented DD.
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If it is assumed that the frequency offset and the integrator dump

time are identically zero, and that P=a-y changes only a few degrees

during two consecutive bit intervals, then Eqs. (10) and (11) reduce to*

(30) Sx- = - cos['ri(t-e )] dt cos P
Tb

(31) Sy -j Tb cos[irilt-,)] dt sinP3

(32) -b cos[lri(t-E)] dt cosP132 Sx -Tb Zb

and

(33) y, q- pZTb
(33) S -- cos [i(t - )] dt sinP

Tb b

Correspondingly, S1 and S9 are given by

- 4b Tb A A
- Tb cos Tri(t- t)] dt [cos A4ýx + sin P (y]

and

*Fcr convenience of notation, m is set equal to 1 with the understand-

ing that each integral is performed over a bit interval that is interior
to the transmitted bit stream.

17



(35) =Z b cos OSi(te)]dt [coS x + sin Pyi
Tb ýTb

In the absence of noise, the bit timing error affects the output of the

integrator as shown in Fig. 5. This figure illustrates that the sample

value Sxm depends on the bit sequence, the magnitude of E, and the

sign of E . When a phase transition occurs in the received wavefo]Lmn

during the m-th integration interval, the bit timing error causes a

reduction in the magnitude of Sxm. Correspondingly, the signal to

noise ratio at the integrator output is reduced since the statistics of

the noise components nx,ym are independent of the timing error. When

no transition occurs in the integration interval, the signal magnitude

remains unaffected, provided the bit timing error does not exceed the

bit length. Table 1 shows the effect of bit timing error on the magni-

tudes of the signal vectors 51 and Sz, Ll and LZ. for each of the six-

teen possible four bit sequences {io, il, iZ, i 3}. As is evident from

Table 1, the probability that an error is made in detecting Lhe infor-

mation conveyed by I iz - ilI depends on the bit timing error and the

particular sequence {i0, il, i2 , i3}. Clearly, the probability of error

when the data bit is a "I", P 1 , is larger than the probability of error

when the data bit is a "0". P0 , when thf- timing error is non-zero.

This is a consequence of the fact that the signal phase experiences a

transition between bits when a "1" occurs in the data bit stream. The

18
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4 average bit error probability, PF, depends on the relative frequency

with which the sixteen possible four-bit sequences occur. Huff has

shown that PF_, can be expressed as

(36) PEt= - E K(L,,Lz)P(L,.L?)dL, dLz
ITr

where

(37) KIL 1 LzZ/N 0  d0
j0  Lj cosZ0+ Lz2 sinZOJ

and P(L,, L2) is the joint probability density function for the variable

L, and L2 . Similar expressions were derived for the conditional bit

error probabilities P 0 and P1 . The expressions were numerically

evaluated for the special case where the sixteen possible four-bit

sequences are equally probable, i. e., each sequence occurs with a

;robab.Llity of one-sixteenth. Huff assumed 1) that the timing error

process is independent of the noise processes nxm and nym. 2) that

the t;.ning error is slowly varying with respect to the data bit rate,

and 3) that the area under the tails of the Gaussian distribution function

oi the bit timing error for IE I < Tb/2 is small compared to the bit

error probability, i.e., that L, and L. are essentially confined to the

interval (0, -b)"

Sample results showing PEt, P0, and P1 as a function of Eb/No

for en 20 and acn 0.08, where en -/Tb and rEn! 0rE/Tb, are given

21



in Fig. 6. The theoretical results can also be presented in terms of a

normalized ratio P/P0, where Po and P are defined as the bit energry to

noise density ratios required to maintain a given bit error probability

under conditions of perfect and imperfect bit synchronization, respec-

tively. Figure 7 shows the values of the ratio P/Po as a function of 0 qn

for several different bit timing offsets, and for PEE = 10" . N ote that

a small bit timing jitter (Ortn - 0.01, fn = 0) causes performance to

degrade less than 3% (in terms of P/Po); in most cases such a loss

would be considered insignificant. However, a moderate bit timing

jitter (0',En R 0.06) causes performance to degrade more than 35% -- a

relatively large loss.
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CHAPTER III
THE EFFECTS OF FREQUENCY UNCERTAINTY

ON THE BIT ERROR PROBABILITY

A. Introduction

In this section, an expression for the bit error probability as a

function of the frequency offset, 6fo, and the bit energy to noise den-

sity ratio, with E = 0 and ) = 0, will be derived. Much of the analysis

parallels the approach used by Huff[ 1] in his analysis of the imper-

fectly-timed DD,

B. Preliminary Signal Analysis

When the phase angle a - y [ see Eqs. (10) and (11)] changes only

a few degrees in adjacent bit intervals, the frequency offset does not

change with time, and E = 5 = 0, Eqs. (10) and (11) become*

(38) "x'- Lsin(rri1+AwoTb+P) - sin(Tri 1 +P) + sin(wil-p)
2OoTb

- sin(nl - &AWOTb- )]

and

(39) Syi - ffT_ [cos(7ril+p) - cos(Tril+A w oTb+ P)
2AwoTb

- cos(7ril - AtwoTb - P) + cos('il -n)]

*Again, m is set equal to 1 for convenience ol notation.
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where

(40) a

Using these expressions in conjunction with Eq. (18) and emplo'.ing

the appropriate trigonometric identities, the expression for S1 reduces

to

(41) SI(AWo)= LI [cos (P + ý"x - sin + (

where

(42) ~ ~ LIB- in(A •oTb /2)

AWoTb/2

The relation of $I to the 4x, Oy coordinate frame is shown in Fig. 8.

The following relations are readily de:ived from Eq. (41):

A

y

S, (i 0O)

2 A

Fig. 8. The relationship of Si to the (x,•y
coordinate frame with frequency
offset.
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(43) I=u S1•(.o) 91 (o) =%Mb cosirii[cos $x s ifPyI
'&o"" 0

(44) I(AW')

and

(45) Z-•A-W2. )- AWOTb radians 'counterclockwise
2positive)

A inew coordinate frame, (x', y'), in which 5~ is aligned with the
A A

x axis can be obtained by rotating the (ýx, ýy)frame (-P-an 1o)b/Z+ wi1)

radians in the counterclockwise direction. In .nis new frame of refer-

ence, Si can be expressed simply as

(46) Si = L1 axi

where ax' is a unit vector in the plus x' direction By =ploying the

same assumptions used to derive Sx1 and SVy, the components of Sin

the original reference frame are found to be given by

(47) Sxz = L, cos riz cos(3A6oTb/2 + [3)

(48) S - L, cos 7riz sin(3AwoTb/2 + [)

and thus

(49) S- L cos wiz[ cos(31\OTb/ +2)•x - sin(3A(oTb/2 +P )$y]

Z.7



In the (x', y') coordinate frame, Sz is expressible as

(50) = Lcosw 6i (cos AwoTb i - sinAwoTba

where

- - Ii if the data bit is a "I"
(51) 5i = -I0 if the data bit is a "0"

Through inspection of Eqs. (46) and (50) it can be see that

(52) =K

and

(53) A -A - oTb

That is, the frequency offset causes the magnitude of the signal vect•ors

to be reduced by the factor ATb/)and introduces a phase hift
AWoTb/2 a

between S2 and S1 . Neithei the frequency offset nor the coordinate

rotation affect the statistics of the noise components and thu.- nx',

nxý , nyl and no are samples from independent, zero-mean Gaussian

processes having variance equal to No/2.

C. The Expression for the Bit Error Probability

In the (x', y') frame, the vectors Z 1 and Z2 are expressible as

-- A A
(54) Zi ex,1 ax' + e.'11 ay
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and

A A
(55) ._ex ax, + ey ay'

whe re

(56) ex 1 = L, +nxj

(57) eyi = ny'1

(58) ey'z - LIcos 7 bi s inAwoTb + ny'z

and

(59% exi LIcos r6i cos A(oTb + n,&,

Sample values of Z1 and Z2 for the case il = iz are shown in Fig. 9.

The angle between the vectors S1 and ZI, measured in the counter-

clockwise sense ýsee Fig. 9), is defined as 4i . Similarly, the angle

between S9z and 7 2 is defined as ý. For this particular example,

I j4 + AwoTb - < thus, Z1 - Z7 > 0 and the receiver decides cor-

rectly that a zero was transmitted. Since the probability density

functions of ýLj and 4i2 are even, frequency offset introduces an asyrn-

metrical dependence of the bit errcr probability on the noise which

degrades performance.

Assuming that the threshold voltage, VT, is zero, the error pro-

babilities P0 and P, are given by

29
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/
/

nyf!

/ /"••

§z (i•- ll) nX'2

Fig. 9. Relationship of tht signal vectors Z, and

Z, to the ýx, $y and the x', y' coordinate

reference frames.

(60) P rob. ( -Z < I 0)

"61) P ,  Prob. (Zl z7 > 0/= 1)

An expression for Fb will now be derived.

Since nx1' and ny'I are statisticallY independent sanmples from zero

mean Gaussian processes, each with variance No/2, the conditional

joint density function for exII and ey'1 can be written as [see Eqs. (56)

and (57)I
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(62) p (ex', ey'x I4b,Awo) = P(ex', eyý ILI) =

1 exriF~e,- (~Lz)Z +e4J
it No FL No

The signal components exej and eyi1 can be written :n terms of ZI and

tP1 as

(63) ex'l = I7i l cosq'I

(64) ey ' = I ,lI sin jV1  
J

The conditional probability density function of PI, given LI, is found by

substituting Eqs. (63) and (64) into Eq. (62) and then employing a well-

known transformation technique[8] to obtain

(65) P(4~1 ILO 1 . [1exp [Ll +--L exp- Li sinz•lt
(Tr -N• 0 J [ No

L, Cos 4[!+ Q(L1 , ý

where
L 2--Cos (PI

(66) Q(L,•O) - N exp [-- du

Next, assuming 'P given, a new (x, y) coordinate frame is formed by

rotating the (x',y') frame in the counter-clockwise direction so that the

signal vector Z11 is aligned with the positive x axis. Thus, .n terms of

the (xy) frame,
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(67) ey = (LI cos AwoTb cos ij + L 1 s inAwoTb sin tP) cos ir + in

(68) e-z = [- Li sinw•oTb cos ýj + Ll cosjýwoTb sintýlJcos IT 56 i+ ri

which, for i= 0, reduces to

(69) ejz2 L, cos(AtwoTb - qj') + nx-z

(70) ey-z = L, sin(AoTb - L) + nyz

where

(71) nxz :nx cos14 + ny'2 sindji

(72) r fl nyý cos nL x - n sin'P

As before, the rj, are samples from statistically independent, zero-

mean Gaussian processes, each with variance No/2.

Examination of the vector components of Z2 and Z 1 in the (,')

frame ecveals that ey 2 is proportional to the dot product Z, • Z. Thus,

U
ex-z = 0 corresponds to the decision boundary &Wo - AoTb - - 2

Therefore, Eqs. (60) and (61) reduce to

(73) P0 = Prob (exz < 0ILI, 6i 0)

(74) PI = Prob(e3z >_ 0 L1 , i -1)
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From Eq. (67), the conditional density function for ex, can be

written as

(75) p(e-.zAw•o, i = 0)_ 1 exp - l[exz-LIcos(AwoTb.4ll *J
%1Th I No

By the L.hain rule for marginal and joint density functions[ 12],

(76) ple-xLI,ýIIAW0o6i=0)= pleFzi LAwo, 4,6i=01

•P(ý I ILi, A co, 6i= 0) plLI w•o, {6ix01

Integrating both sides of Eq. (76) over the range of ip, and LI, it is

found that

k77) p(e3z 1A6Wol 6i 0)u',S p(ej I L19Aw•L0o 46i-O)
Lx

p(d IfLI, A60o, 6i=0)p(LlfAwo, 5 i=O) dpidLI

For a given Awo and for 6i = 0, L1 is a constant. Thus

(78) p(LIAW, - 40b sin(Ao )]

where 6(x) is the Dirac-delta functioa. Moreover, the value of 4Ij is

independent of the frequency offset and the phase of the succeeding bit

i-terval. Therefore,

(79) p(Lýj I L', A o, =0) = p('4' ILI)
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Utilizing the relations in Eqs. (78) and (79), Eq- (77) reduces to

(80) p(ezILi,Ac&o, 6i=0) = . p(ex2ZILl, AL0 o,,b6i=0)p(I1 1LI)diI

Substituting Eq. (80) into Eq. (73), the probability of error given that

a "0" was transmitted becomes

0

(81) tP0M p(e-xLi, AIo, =0) d e- 2

T= t frN exp -- [ e~xz - L, cos(AtwoTb-•l)] 2e--xz

-Np(4,l1 Ll)dq1J

$1T[I__Q(L1,LwoTb - dýl) p( I ILj)dt 1

Simuarly, P1 is found to be given by

(82) P e -- 0P(e3zIL3,LA w°o 6i=I) deyZ

Tr eOxp j -[e 3F2+L jcos(tLc wkTb-il)I d erz

Tr ý () 4 r~ o e N p ( qb j I L I) d 4 , 1 21

By an appropriate change of variables, P0 and P1 can be shown to be

equal; thus the bit error probability is independent of the transmitted

symbol. In the remainder of the analysis, it will be assumed that

i= 0.

Now, on substituting Eq. (65) into Eq. (81), 'he expression for

the total bit error probability can be written as
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(83) P EPO~ ~~ r ex d41 + exp z~

cosý,d~i

[ S t r Q(L I.AwOTb iJ ex L L Z -1d~ j

C QL1,w 0b- 4u)exp L1 ~Z 1

L4i IrLI Ns J inzid

+ i Q(Lj, 4 1) exp LIZsinLtpI~ cw 4iidi~j

L, 7SQ(L1. ýILpQL, &woTb-tPz) exp[ Li? sinzqP1I

cos~ijd4~

Fortunately, this equation can be simplified by utilizing symmetry pro-

perties of the integrands.- It can be shown that

1T - I x [ L IZ ] d j(84) Y5rQ(LIAwTb-J) No ~J ~

(85) TC Q(L1 , Aw0 Tb-qJ1)Q(L1, 4's) exp [.L12 sin.,P I cos~ijd~i1  0

Tr(86) ~ L No ]cs~ 1 t 1

and
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[ L sin?- 4,
(87) The 3 Q(L I, )exp I No ] cos t' Iij 1

4 /Z QILI, tpl)exp LIZ s z j cos 4j, dqjl•

The expression for PE in Eq. (83) is now expressible in the form

(88) E=g exp [oo-+ El -Ez

where

S2L 1  r/2 F LaZsinZIz1
(89) Q(LI, 3 ) exp L NA j coss4i 1 dn

and

(90) E2 = L1  L1 iný
,Q Y (L,AwoTb-Ij) exp N cos d~j

It is easy to show that[l]

(91) E - exp FT "

The expression for Ez is evaluated in Appendix B to give

(92) Ez 1 exp L LZ/N d
2 - - Lz cos 0 + Lz sinz 0

W2L3-2cos(x +AWOTb)

hLl 5No exp Z du
r o n/2 L - cos x Cos A6oTb

N0o exp - LIZsinAX cosx dx
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F

where

(93) Lz S L, cosAwoTb

The desired expression for the bit error probability as a function

of the frequency offset fo and the bit energy to noise density ratio

Eb/No is obtained by combining Eqs. (88), (91) and (92). In a form

convenient for numerical computation, the result is

(94) PE(LI, Eb/No o) = I /2 exp Liz os Lz 0 / sino 0 dO

7i/ 2 L1 L~- COBSXCOB5AoOTb

+ l Y.' -3 exp dr..,,;ro-w12 j L,,1 -2 cos(x+&oTb)}

-r2 L IN o0  ~b

exp [L, 2isinzx ]cos xdxI No I1

The value of the first integral in the above expression depends on

the projection of S9m. I onto Sm and has the same form as the function

K(LI, Lz) defined by Huff [1] (see Eq. (37)). The second integral takes

into account the asymmetrical dependence of the bit error probability

on the noise introduced by frequency offset. Note that the resuilt is in-

variant to the sign of the frequency offset and that, in the limit as awc

ges to zero, Eq. (94) becomes the expression for the bit error proba-

bility of the ideal differential detector, given by Eq. (23).
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D. Numerical Results

The expression for the bit error probability was evaluated

numerically; the results are given in Fig. 10 for various normalized

frequency offsets, Afn = AfoTb, as a function of the bit energy to noise

density ratio. These results can be presented in a different manner by

plotting the additional signal power required to maintain a given bit

error probability as a function of frequency offset. Calculated values

of i1 for selected bit error probabilities are shown in Fig. 11, where
t•o

Pto and j have been defined as the bit energy to noise density ratios

required to maintain the given bit error probability for zero and non-

zero frequency offsets, respectively. The results indicate that a small

frequency offset does not significantly degrade performance, but that

efiiciency drops sharply for larger offsets. For example, an offset of

(0.01)Tb results in an effective energy loss of less than 0.1 dB and

could be tolerated in most applications. An offset of only (0.0 5 )Tb,

however, introduces a loss greater than 1 dB, which may be unaccept-

able.
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Fig. 10. The bit error probability versus the bit energy

to noise density ratio for selected values of
frequency offset.
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CHAPTER IV
THE EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENTIAL DETECTOR

AND ASSOCIATED TEST CIRCUITS

A. Introduction

An experimental receiver was instrumented to test the validity of

the analytical results and to provide additional results for cases which

are extremely difficult to investigate analytically. In what follows, the

experimental DD and the associated test circuitry are describe-: in

eome detail.

B. Description of the Differential Detector

A block diagram of the experimental DD is shown in Fig. 1?.

The input signal Z(t) represents the received waveform at a 30 MHz IF.

This signal is first split into two components having equal magnitudes

and phase using a hybrid divider. Two switch type balanced mixers,

driven by quadrature local oscillator signals, are used to down-con-

vert these components to generate two (approximately) orthogonal base-

band signals, 9x(t) and ýy(t). Each mixer is followed by a low-pass

gain stage which has a bandwidth equal to about 1 MHz. In turn, the

output of each gain stage is applied to an integrate/dump -ircuit. The

diinip time of eaJh integrator is continuously variable from 350 nsec to
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-- m

p

5 psec. However, all results to be presented were obtained with 6 set

equal to 350 nsec. A detailed schematic diagram of the integrator cir-

cuitry is given in Appendix C.

The detector contains six separately controlled sample/hold

(S/H) modules, three in each orthogonal channel. Each S/H module

samples the appropriate integrator's output at the end of every third

interval and holds it for two integration interval, i.e., for ZTb

seconds. Thus, each S/H circuit tracks for Tb seconds and holds for

ZTb seconds. The three S/H modules in each channel allows each

integrator output to be sampled at the end of every bit interval by

appropriately staggering the hold commands. At a given instant of

time t satisfying mTb < t < (m+l)Tb, stored samples of the integrator

outputs for the (m-1l)-th and the (m)-th bit intervals (-.g., exm,

ex(m.l), eym, and ey(ml)) are available at felir of the six S/H outputs,

so that the dot product Zm. 7jm_l))- exmex(mul) + eymey(m_ 1) can be

formed in the multiplier circuit. Eight analog switching circuits are

used to control the order in which the S/H outputs are multiplied, as
• A

shown in Table 2 for the (Ox component; the arrangement is the same

A
for the 4y component.

The products exmex(m..l) and eymey(m- 1) are formed by two

four-quadrant multipliers. At the multiplier outputs, the message

carrying component of the signal is a binary waveform modulated by a

sinusoid having a frequency equal to Zfo. Ideally, the sinusoidal
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TABLE 2
The cyclic arrangement of the analog switching

and sample-hold functions

M TI IE

Sample-HoldSample-Hold Inputs Analog Switches Inputs Multiplied
Signalling (Multiplier
Interval #1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3 #4 Output)

M HOLD HOLD SA14PLE ON OFF ON OFF #1 x #2

n+l SAMPLE HOLD HOLD OFF ON OFF ON. #2 x #3

m+2 HOLO SAMPLE HOLD ON OFF OFF ON #1 x #3

m+3 HOLD HOLD SAMPLE ON OFF ON OFF #1 x #2

m+4 SAMPLE HOLD HOLD OFF ON OFF ON #2 x #3

m+5 HOLD SAMPLE HOLD ON OFF OFF ON #1 x #3
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modulation on the output of one multiplier is 180" out of phase with

respect to the modulation on the second multiplier's output. The two

multiplier outputs are added using an (inverting) operational amplifier

to generate Zm'Z(ml). Ideally, the sinusoidal modulation (at the

frequency 2Afo) at the amplifier inputs does not appear at the output.

The signal representing Zm Z(m"l) is ther. applied to a level detector

to generate the detected bit stream. If the input to the level detector

is greater than zero, the output of the level detector is a positive volt-

age; otherwise, the output is zero.

The experimental receiver was designed to give satisfactory per-

formance for data bit rates up to 500 Kbps. However, at high bit rates,

demodulator performance is degraded by bandlimiting, slew rate limit-

ing, integrator dump time limitations, and other extraneous receiver

imperfections (see Appendix C). At low bit rates, the time required to

obtain an accurate measurement of the bit error probability is large.

For these reasons, the experimental data to be presented was obtained

with the rate set at an intermediate value, 50 Kbps. A list of receiver

parameters for fb = 50 Kbps is given in Appendix D.

C. Description of Peripheral Test Circuits

A block diagram of the circuits used to bench test the experi-

mental differential detector is si.own in Figs. 13a and 13b. These

circuits were Aesigned to perform the following functions;
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1

(1) generation of the additive channel noise process, the bit timing

error process, the data bit stream, and the transmitted waveform,

(2) measurement of the bit timing error, the frequency offset, the

signal to noise ratio, the BEP and the probability of two consecutive

errors, and (3) computation of r2 and a . The basic operation of the

peripheral circuitry is described in this section.

The bit timing jitter and the channel noise processes were de-

rived from separate noise sources to ensure their statist;cal indepen-

dence. Each source produced zero mean Gaussian noise in a band

7 MHz wide centered at 30 MHz. The spectra of the two noise voltages

was flat to within + 0.5 dB over the frequency range 30 MHz ± 1 MHz.

A hybrid combiner was used to add the channel noise, n(t), to the

WIDEBANO
NOISE VARIABLE

GENERATOR --- , GAIN
30 MHz AMPLIFIER

CENTER FREQ. S30MH,
RECIEVER RMS VM-Eb

GENERATOR ULIPHASEc
30MHz CARRIER XOULTO

P-N SEQUENCE JDIFFERENTIAL21 .WS*MzZO
GENERATOR __'ENCODER

]CP

Fig. 13a. A block diagram of the peripheral test
circuits used to generate the
transmitted waveform.
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transmitted waveform to obtain the signal Z'(t). Since 2 MHz >> 50

Kbps, the noise voltage approximated a white Gaussian process. Due

to a limitation in the dynamic range of the mixer stage at the DD input,

the signal Z'(t) was bandlimited to 2 MHz(=B1 ); the filter output was the

receiver input Z(t). The baseband noise used to generate bit timing

error was obtained by down-converting the appropriate 30 MHz noise

signal and filtering the resulting waveform to the desired bandwidth.

The data bit stream consisted of a maxirmum length 127-bit P-N

sequence. The data bit stream was differentially encoded using the

circuit diagrammed in Fig. 14 and then used to biphase ,-nodulate the

30 MHz carrier. In the theoretical analysis of the effects of bit timing

error, each four bit sequence was assumed to occur in the encoded bit

stream with equal likelihood. Using the 127-bit P-N sequence resulted

in an approximation to this assumption, as illustrated by Table 3. The

probability of occurrence of the {0, 0, 0, 0) sequence is equal to about

0.551, while the probability of occurrence of any other four bit

sequence equaled about 0.063. Since bit himing error does not affect

performance when {0, 0, 0, 0) is transmitted, the measured bit error

probability should be slightly larger than the value determined theore-

tically. The effect is very small, however, since one less {0, 0, 0, 0)

sequence per 127 sequences amounts to 1 than one p~rcent.
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ENCODED
DA BIT STREAM

'" DELAYED •

CLOCK" I-N iL.. ... bE

Fig. 14. A block diagram of the differential
encoder.

TABLE 3
The probability of occurrence of each

four bit sequence

Sequence Probability
of Occurrence

0000 0.0551
0001 0.0630
1000

1110"

0111
01101
0010
0011"
1010"
1011"
1101"
11O00"

0101
0100
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The system clock, a 50 KHz sinusoid, is used to generate the

absolute system clock, CA, the phas- adjustable clock, Cp, and the

phase adjustable timing jitter clock, CJ. The absolute system clock,

a square wave derived from the zero crossings of the 50 KHz system

clock, is used to generate ar. error-free data bit stream for compari-

son with the receiver output. The phase adjustable system clock is

used to generate the transmitted bit stream; the phase of Cp is adjust-

ed to compensate for circuit delays with respect to CA. The second

adjustable system clock, Cj, is used to time the digital control cir-

cuits in the DD; its phase directly determines the bit timing offset on.

The bit timing error is ,n-r;ted by comparing a baseband noise

voltage with a sawtooth waveform. The period of the sawtooth equals

the data bit Iength, Tb, as shown in Fig. 15, and its phase is deter-

mined by C3 . The noise voltage, Vt, is a narrowband, zero-mean

Gaussian process with a bandwidth equal to 2 KHz. The sawtooth and

noise voltages are compared using an analog comparator. The output

of the comparator is a series of pulses whose leading edge remains in

phase with the sautooth and whose trailing edge is delayed t' seconds

with respect to the leading edge (see Fig. 15):

(95) t' _Y- vT +t

ZVA
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Fig. 15. Generation of bit timing jitter.

If Vt is assumed constant during each period of the sawtooth waveform,

then it can be shown that t' is a sample function from a Gaussian pro-

cess with mean and variance given by

(96) E(t') = to

and

(97) aT TbZ zV =
t -4VA a O~
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The timing of the integrate/dump commands are derived from the

timing of the trailing edge of each pulse at the comparator output; thus

ffEa is the variance of the bit timing error process. The variance 0
7EZ

is varied by adjusting the variance of Vt, .and the bit timing offset, C,

is varied by adjusting the phase of the sawtooth waveform with rýspect

to the timing of the received signal Z(t), i.e., the phase of Cj with

respect to Cp.

Since Vt is only approximately constant during each decision in-

terval, the length of the integration interval varies slightly with time.

To see that this deviation is negligible, consider the following example.

Suppose that the normalized standard deviation. Wan(z WE/Tb), is equal

to 0.10. Then most values E1n - -4nI will be within 3 Wn. If a sinusoidal

time variation of 4 at a frequency of 2 KHz and an amplitude of 3 "T, is

assumed, then the maximum variation in the length of an integration

interval will be equal to about (0.1O)Tb, assuming a 50 Kbps data bit

rate. This results in a ± 1% variation in the effective signal power to

noise power ratio at the integrator output, a very small deviation.

The average variations in the integration interval -411 be much smaller

than + 1%. Since the maximum normalized standard deviation consid-

ered in this report will be 0.10, the effects of variations in the inte-

gration interval will be negligible.
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A time interval meter (TIM) is ueed in conjunction with a digital

computer to determine the statistics of the bit timing error. The

sta., and stop commands required to control the TIM are generated

using circuits having the block diagrams shown in Fig. 16. Start

pulses are generated from the absolute system clock at a rate of six

pulses per second. The stop pulses are generated by digitally dividing

the frequency of CG by two. The TIM measures the time interval be-

tween the start and stop pulses. Since the TIM can read only positive

time intervals, the stop pulse is delayed 20 "&sec with respect to the

first pulse. The bit timing error is thus related .o the TIM reading

(A T) by

(98) E =AT- 20 X 10-6 + D

ABSOLUTE r PUL.ES.
SYSTEM SE
CLOCK" SEL

--n I START 1

ATO TIM

RECEIVMER RELA STOP
CLOýK , _ 1 ' Y -1COMMAD

(WIT~f BIT
TIMING ERRAOR)50 KHz

Fig. 16. A block diagram of the bit timing

error sampler.
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The constant D takes into account delays introduced by the digital and

analog circuits. Its value is determined by synchronizing the inte-

grator dump command with the bit transitions at the integrator input,

a condition that corresponds to a zero bit timing error. It was found

that this point could be determined within an accuracy of + 20 nsec.

The TIM is accurate within 1 10 nsec. The mean (n), variance (ob),

and the histogram of the bit timing error process were estimated from

3000 samples of the bit timing error. Histograms for various bit

timing jitters showed that the bit timing error process closely approx-

imated a Gaussian process.

The signal to noise ratio was measured using the 30 MHz IF

stage of a receiver. The iF bandwidth is nominally equal to 5 KHz and

is stable to within ±_0.5%0. The power of the message carrying com-

ponent of the received signal, Pr. was measured by removing the bi-

phase modulation and the additive channel noise. Similarly, the noise

power was measured (in the 5 KHz bandwidth) by reducing the trans-

mitted power to zero. The bit energy to (single-sided) noise density

ratio, Eb/No, was then calculated from these measurements.

Two error probabilities. PE and PED. were estimated by aver-

aging each error count over a large number of bit intervals. Each

measurement was entered as a data point if: 1) the error count ex-

ceeded 100, 2) the number of observed bit intervals exceeded 3 X 106,
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and 3) the point was repeatable to within ±1%/6 with respect to the bit

energy to noise density ratio.
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CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Best Case Performance

The bit error probability of the experimental receiver was mea-

sured for the Afo = 0, 1 = 0, 6 = 350 nsec case to determine the effects

of extraneous receiver imperfections not included in the mathematical

model. These effects include bandlimiting, circuit non-linearities.

d.c. offsets, non-zero aperture and acquisition tunes in the sample/

hold circuits, error in matching the gain in each orthogonal channel.

error in LO phasing, and measurement error. If all receiver imper-

fections could be eliminated, the bit error probability versus Eb/No

would be given by Eq. (23). The measured results, compared to this

ideal result, are shown in Fig. 17. Each data point was within 0.17 dB

of ideal. From Eq. (24). it can be shown that about 0.075 dB of loss

is due to a finite integrator dump time. The remaining 0.095 dB loss

is primarily due to the effects of the finite bandwidth BI and bandlimit-

ing in the integrate/dump and sample/hold circuits (see Appendix C).
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B. Double Error Measurements

The probability of error given that the demodulator erred in the

previous bit interval, Pr(em I em.- ), was determined experimentally

as a function of Eb/No for 4n = 0, Wtn = 0. and Afo a 0. The results,

given in Fig. 18, compared extremely well with the theoretical result

for Eb/No in the range 4 to 9 (numeric). The deviation from the

I-

w 0

EXPERIMENTAL

SPc~~~~~' ( ea/e!) •pe;•/pTHOEIA

0

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
EXPE NNUMERIC)

Fig. 18. The probability of error given that an error
was detected in the previous bit interval
versus the bit energy to noise density ratio
for e:O, oa=O and /fo=0 O; both analytical and
experimental results are given.
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theoretical curve is somewhat larger for the data point corresponding

to Eb/No = 11.2 because the ratio PED/PE is extremely sensitive to

receiver imperfections sitch as intersymbol interference and band-

limiting; that is, at high Eb/No, the ratio of the theoretical and mea-

sured BEP becomes greater even though the performance difference in

terms of Eb/No remains approximately the same (see Fig. 17).

C. The Effects of Bit Timing Error

Curves showing the bit error probability as a function of the bit

energy to noise density ratio for selected combinations of bit timing

offset and bit timing jitter are given in Figs. 19-22; both analytical and

experimental results are shown. Again, the analytical and experi-

mental results are in close agreement.

It is recalled that the results of the theoretical analysis showed

that the bit error probability was invariant to the sign of the bit timing

error. Referring to Fig. 19, it is seen that the measured bit error

probability depended on the sign of the bit timing error. This result

was due to bandlimiting in the integrate/dump and sample/hold cir-

cuits, which had the effect of introducing a 171 nsec delay at the

sample/hold output in response to a step applied at the integrator in-

put (see Appendix C). The effect nf the delay is illustrated in Fig. 23.

When the bit timing error is positive, the overall effect of the delay is

to reduce the signal loss that an ideal integrator and sampler would
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experience with bit timing error. For a negative bit timing error, the

delay causes the signal loss to be greater. Consequently, the BEP was

smaller for positive bit timing offsets than for negative bit timing off-

sets.

Results given in Figs. 20-22 for cases where both the mean and

the variance are non-zero apply when the timing offset is negative;

thus, they show the detector's performance under worst case condi-

tions. The BEP for in positive was slightly lower. Note that for the

(n = 0, Fin = 0.10 and the Tn = 0, Wen = 0. 06 cases# the measured BEP

represents the average effect of both positive and negative offsets.

It should also be noted that, when the bit timing error is non-

zero, receiver performance may be improved by increasing the dump

time 5. For example, consider the effect of dump time when On =

+ 0.08. If 6 is set equal to 0. 16 Tb, then the bit timing offsets having

magnitudes less than 008Tb do not affect the message carrying com-
Eb

ponent of the integrator outputs. Corresr-,ndingly, for L b 10 dB, the
No

bit error probability is given by

(99) PE exp Eb(Tb-) 1.11 X 10-'

Now, the bit error probability for the otherwise ideal differential de-

tector, within = 0.08, equals 2.08 X 10" -- twice as large as the

result in Eq. (99). In certain instances, then, the imperfectly-timed

(10
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DD will have a lower bit error probability if the dump time is set to

some non-zero value.

D. The Effects of Frequency Offset

Curves comparing the measured and analytical BEP as a function

of Eb/No for selected values of the normalized frequency offset, Af,
(= A°Tb '

Af°Tb = 2b , are given in Fig. 24. Some experimental and

analytical results are also compared, in terms of the ratio Id/Lo (see

p. 38) as a function of Eb/No, in Fig. 25. All experimental results

were found to closely agree with analytical results for both positive

and negative offsets. In addition, spot measurement results of the

BEP for frequency offsets in the range zr/2 < I A6oTb I < 3w/2 closely

agreed with the bit error probability Pe given by

(100) Pe(Ao, LI)= u(1AcoTb!-Tr/2) - sgn(JwoTb"1 -r/2) PE

where

ro x < 0

(101) U(X) 1 = 0

1 x < 0

L*1 x> 0

*Some of the results shown in Fig. 25 a-e discussed in the following

section.
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and PE is given by Eq. (94), even though the assumption AwoTb < 1/2

made in the derivation of Eq. (94) is no longer valid. This is due to

the fact that the double frequency components in 9x(t) and ay(t) are

highly attenuated by bandlhniting in the integrate/dump and the sample!

hold circuits, a factor not taken into account In the derivation,

E. Additional Experimental Results

The combined effects of frequency offset and bit timing error on

the bit error prob&- ility and the probability of two consecutive errors

are extremely difficult to investigate analytically; for this reason, an

experimental investigation was performed. Since the experimental

results previously given agreed quite well with available analytical

results, the results to be given should accurately reflect receiver per-

formance. Results were obtained showing 1) the coirmbined effects of

bit timing error and frequency offset on the BEP, 2) the effect of bit

timing error on the probability of two consecutive errors, and 3) the

effect of frequency uncertainty on the probability of two consecutive

errors.

The combined effects of bit timing error and frequency offset on

the BEP as a function of EbINo was determined for selected values of

(n; the results are given in Figs. 26 and 27. The performzan:.- degra-

dation due to frequency offset for the perfectly and imperfectly timed

detectors can be compared by redefining the ratio 4/4o (see p. 38) to
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include the effects of bit timing error. In Fig. 25, measurements of

the ratio •/•o are compared to theoretical results for the n= -0.16

and the -n= - 0.08 cases with PE= 10 4. In this figure, ILo and I have

been defined as the bit energy to noise density ratios required to main-

tain a given BEP at the output of an imperfectly-timed DD for a zero

and non-zero frequency offset, respectively. Note that the normaliza-

tion factor ILo is not the same for different bit timing offsets, even

though the BEP is the same. The results show that the performance

degradation caused by a given frequency offset decreases only slightly

even when the bit timing offset is large, e.g., 9n 0=-0.16. This indi-

cates that the ratio I'/IAo for the imperfectly-timed demodulator can be

estimated from the theoretical curves given in Fig. 11.

The probability of two consecutive errors was measured for

selected combinations of bit timing jitter and bit timing offset; results

are given in Fig. 28 in the form of the ratio Pr(emIeml) PE

versus Eb/No. The results indicate that increases in uncertainty in

the bit arrival time leads to increases in the consecutive error ratio..

This is a reasonable resuit, since bit timing error introduces an

effective signal to noise ratio loss at the integrator outputs. Again,

it was found that Pr(emlem.1) decreased as the bit energy to noise

density ratio was increased, except for theen- 0".16 case. For

most cases of practical interest, Pr(emIem 1) will be less than 25%.
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The probability of an error given that. a detection error occurred

in the previous bit interval as a function of frequency offset was mea-

sured for selected values of the bit energy to noise density ratio;

results are given in Fig. 29. It was found that the ratio Pr(emlI em.1)

decreases rapidly as the frequency offset is increased from zero I

a minimum is reached at A fn -" 0.12 (A&OoTb -! 0. 7 5 rad). The mea-

sured BEP versus Afn is also shown in Fig. 29. Note that, for

]Afnl > 0.09, the ratio Pr(emIem.l) is less than the bit error pro-

bability; that is, for normalized frequency offsets greater than 0.09,

an error is less likely to occur if a detection error occurred in the

previous bit interval. It was also found that the probability of two con-

secutive errcrs (PED) decreased slightly with increasing frequency

offset to a point, as indicated in Fig. 30. For the values of Eb/No

tested, PED reached a minimum value at a normalized frequency off-

set of about 0. 10.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An extensive analytical and experimental investigation of DPSK

and differential detection has been presented. The results provide a

basis for the design and implementation of a practical differential

detector in which changing system geometries are involved, ,.g., in a

satellite communications link. Available analytical results relating to

the performance of the ideal and imperfectly-timed differential detec-

tor have been summarized and an expression for the bit error probabil-

ity in cases where the estimate of the carrier frequency is in error hlos

been derived and numerical resIts documented. To check the

accuracy of analytical results, an experimental differential detector

was implemented. The details of the detector's constzuction have been

described and its performance documented. The experimental results

were found i closely agree with available analytical results and with

the result derived relating to the effects of frequency uncertainty. It

is concluded that the analytical results presented in this report can be

applied to practical DPSK systems with confidence and that the experi-

mental results ootained for cases in which no analytical results are

available accurately reflect demodulator performance.
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APPENDIX A
A COMPARISON OF IDEAL COHERENT AND

IDEAL DIFFERENTIAL DETECTORS

If the additive channel noise is a z,:ro mean hite Gaussian pro-

cess and antipodal modulation is employed, then the bit error pro-

babilities for ideal PSK, ideal DC-PSK, and ideal DPSK (using differ-

ential detection) are given by

(103) Pe x erfc for PSKJ7, 13]

(04) P 2 P e) or DC-PSK[I5]

and

(105) PE * exp - o for ,PSK[6, 7, 9]

Curves showing the additional signal energy required for ideal differ-

ential detection to maintain a BEP equal to that of an ideal coherent

detector and for an ideal differentially-coded coherent detectcr, as a

function of the bit energy to noise density ratio at the input to the co-

herent detector, is given in Fig. 31. At Eb - 10 dB, the idedil coher-
No

ent detector performs only 0.70 better than the ideal DD. This is sign-

ific ant iii that the DO does tiot reqw re a phase reference.
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATIONS

The following expression for PE is to be simplified to facilitate

numerical evaluationi:

(106) PE `zexp [I~ Liz -E

where

(107) E 1 -Q L1= 1  exp 2 1  r#'2 L iz sin 2 P o~~~

(0)Q(Ll. ,Aob4) exp [-LiiZjcose di

The integral E2 will first be evaluated. It can easily be shown that

n 1 cos(6w0 Tb-4j)
(108 Ez 2T~% 0 S~eP-Ldu

(108 ET N= exp [ ]u'

0 1T 0i s

exp cý inq osp dtý
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Therefore, Ez is invariant to the sign of the frequency offset. Also,

it is easy to show that

it-

(109) 3 (Qi,•wo)d4) =, Awoidqj
W/z- It 2

and

(10) 0 94(, Awo)dp = •A W)d4J

where

L - cos(41+ AWoTb)
(11) (p,A�o�~ No exp [. du

* exp L Llsinz] cosL4No csd

Thus,

(112) Ez Ll AU) ),,

L L,)o ( W€. A" Wo) + 9(-qj, ,N w ))d¢,

2 C~fl-2cos x cosLý WooTb
2 exp du

N -J

expL N lcs

(cont.)
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LIJN-i cos(x+AwOTb).•(12,No_ exp I--T] du

(cont.) L1 [_ cosxcos woTb

N0 exp L [ in- x Cos x

I No

Scos(x - A WoTb)

+ FT exp [.VIdu

LI-i cOsxcosAw,,Tb

[N0 LI J n cos x dx}

I No

By using the relation[ 1]

(113) 2A r/2 B-Cos [ 1 Adu cj

(13 T S0 -± exp{-[ +A inZo1jj
7J -No 0 "O 2" No If d,,

W 0/2 --AZB?'/No
2 i-1 exp AZcosaE+ Basin-E dO

and by letting A = LI and B = L1 cosAwoTb = LZ, the first term in

Eq. (112) reduces to

-k2 i cosxcos~woTb

(114) N exp LZ izx du

* cos x dx

2 I T/ L 1 2 L iz Cos 2 AU) Tb I-2 Yrvo exp Li cos 2 0+ L11 coszAwQTb sin2 - dO

I exp 
dO= Z -• ,LI Cos?-0+ L 2-sin0"



Consequently,

(115) E - exp 0dO

wr/2 L, ricos(x +AWOTb)

+ Li SS To0 exKp[-Ž2 du
m~f?- 0 L, Cos x Cos AWOTb

No

L, N cQs(x -AWoTb)

+ L1  e'T 1 2  JuePK. du

L TCos x Cos AWOTb

expF Llzsinzx1 cos x dx.
F No

In the final form, Ez simplifie, to

S1 1 r/ 2 F L2 Z2/N0 1d
(116) E? exp~jL 2 csO a i 2

T/2 LIF2 1.cos(x+AWQTb)
+ ¶bT N N0  e~xpF !7- du

0 T/ L1 I cos xCos AWoTb
N0

exp [LZ{X]cos xdx.

Utilizing the technique employed ',y Huff[ 1, it can be shown

that El, given by



(117) YEO=; NfZ liio4Depf~

exp- Llzsinz4I1 ] cos 4ildp

simplifies to

2n 2 LNo z~i~

(119) PE= 7/2exp Lza/NodO

L,2- cos(4 +AW0Tb)

L,1 0 - exp H. i~i Z4J 01 dup

I4 --- Z 2 L F o O W~
IN

LIIin~1x No84~ý
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APPENDIX C

THE INTEGRATE/DUMP AND SAMPLE/HOLD
CIRCUITS

A. The Integrate/Dump Circuit

A schematic diagram of the integrate/dump circuit employed in

the DD is given in Fig. 32. The circuit was designed to provide accu-

rate integration for small value- of time and to have a very short dump

time capaLility. To evaluate actual perfoe'mance, the integrator will

be analyzed for the short integration interval case.

R

R

OP

OV. DUMP '-FET

Fig. 32. A schematic diagram of the integrate/duen-p
circuit employed in the DD.
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If the operational amplifier in Fig 32 • assumed to be ideal,

e.g., if infinite gain, bandwidth, and input impedance is assumed,

then the output voltage VO(t) is given by

(120) VV(t)i dt

0

In practice, the open loop gain, bandwidt. , and input impedance are

finite. For example, the transfer function of most operational ampli-

fiers has a 6 dB/octa--e rolloff at high frequencies, as illustrated in

Fig. 33. On assurning that the input impedance is iniinite, that the

input bias current and voltage offset are negligible, and thatt he ampli-

fier has the transfer function given in Fig. 33, it can b, shown that

the transfer function 10- (S) is given by
Vi

Ro

(121) V°(S) +AR

vi Ro 2 [3R,C 1 RC RG
2......+ +- +-+-_+-!- u+ RCS

AoR Ao0  2 0  lrfT Ao 2 j 2 rfT

whkre AO represents the open loop d.c. gain, fT the small signal

unity gain bandwidth, and Ro the open loop output resistance. If, in

addition, it is assu.mned that

(122) -R <<<1
ACIR

(123) -RCfT > > > 1
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IDEAL INTEGRATOR

A0  AMPLIFIER OPEN LOOP GAIN

0A

ACTUAL INTEGRATOR

Fig. 33. Bode diagram comparing the transfer function o~f

an ideal integrator to that of a practical
integrator.

and

(124) A>>>lI

then Eq. (121) can be approximated, by[141
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(125) LO -(S)
Vi~~ Z(R+ 1) + RS + RCOSAo +l + s 7rfT

A Bode diagram of the above expression, given in Fig. 33, shows that

the practical integrator departs from an ideal integrator for large

values of time and for small values of time.

For small values of time, 7TRoCfT will normally be much less

than the open loop gain Ao, but the relationship given in Eq. (123) may

not hold if --L approaches wT (= 2 7fT)* Consequently, for a short inte-
RC

gration period, L°(S) is approximated by
Vi

(126) .LO(S) = I-- _

Vi S_( R C S + I + R CSk'Trf 2'T T ?I•fT

The output voltage in response to an input step of amplitude E is given

by

(127) Vo(t) = EF {t + ro[ exp(- "rt) - i] } u(t)

where

(128) F =
2 + nrRCfT

and

(129) -o RC
2 + IrRCfT
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Equation (127) shows that the finite bandwidth fT introduces a time

lag equal to TO seconds at the integrator's output, as illustrated in

Fig. 34. Also, if the constant 2(RC)-1 is of the same order of magni-

tude as 'wT, then the gain of the integrator will depend on fT this is

usually undesirable because of temperature instaoilicies or parameter

variations among op aops.

Substituting circuit parameters of the elements used in the DD

integrate/dump circuit at the 50 Kbps rate, given by

R = 2KQ2

C = 0.00! If

Vo p•

/
/

IDEAL /
INTEGRATOR /

RESPONSE /

ACTUAL
/ *% INTEGRATOR

/ - RESPONSE

__ _ __

To

Fig. 34. The step response of an integrator
Aor small values of tirme.
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and

fT = 10MHz

into Eqs. (1.28) and (129), it is found that

(130) TO 31 nsec

(13) F x 105

and

Tb 2 x 10-5

(132) G F dt = 5 x 105 dt 10

At a 500 Kbps rate, i R, G, and fT held constant, Too C, and F

are found to be

(133) T 0 27 nsec

(134) C-" 168 pf

and

(135) F = 5 X 106

The gain sensitivity to variations in fT at the 500 Kbps rate,

(136) F dF] Z. 2  )] = 1.58%/MHz
Sdf-T fT= 10 MHz fTi2 + TRCfT f 10MHz

is, for most applications, acceptable.
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The minimum dump time for the circuit of Fig. 32 is deter-

mined by 1) the turn-on time, td(on), of Ihe FET switch, 2) the on

resistance, Ron, of the FET switch, 3) the value of the integrating

capacitor (C), 4) the maximum acceptable intersymbol interference,

and 5) the slew rate, Sr, of the operational amplifier. At the 50 Kbps

rate, the circuit param~eters were given by

Ron =Z50

C = 0.0Z f

Sr = 70 V/pisec

td(on) = 6 nsec

The dump interval was set so that the integrator's output voltage at

the end of the dump interval equaled 0.002 times the outDut voltage ait

the beginning of the dump interval; correspondingly, at least 6.2 time,

constants must be spanned by the dump interval;

(137) xMIN 6.2 (RonC) + td(on) = 316 nsec

Since the worst case rise time * of the op amp is about 175 nsec, slew

rate limiting does not need to be considered in this case. However,

at the 500 Kbps rate,

*Here, worst case rise tiume is defined as the time required for the

op amp to settle to within 0.002 times the full output voltage after
the FET has turned on rninus the delay ro.
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(138) 6.2(RonC) 1 26 nsec.

Consequently, the minimum dump time is limited by the slew rate to

175 nsec in th's case. At either bit rate, tb., switching time of the

J-FET is relatively small.

The dump time and the respo.ise for small values of time can be

improved by using high speed op amps. For example, differential op

amps with slew rates of 1000 V/•sec and fT = 100 MHz are presently

available; thus, the circuit given in Fig. 32 can provide acceptable

performance for bit rates of 5 Mbps and above if appropriate devices

are utilized.

B. The Sample/Hold Circuit

A schematic diagram of the sample/hold circuit is given in

Fig. 35. It can be shown, in a manner similar to the analysis of the

integrate/dump circuit, that the delay To' of the output voltage in

response to a ramp input is given by

(139) T = 120 nsec.

The aperture time, defined as the sample to hold switching delay, was

equal to about 20 nsc. Therefore, 'he ::Žtal effective delay at the out-

put of the sample/hold circuit, in response to a step at the integrator's

input, is g'¢en by

(140) Do = To + To' + 20 nsec = 171 nsec
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INPUT 750,1 750-

12214859
OV. - SAMPLE "I -20V.-INTEGRATE J- FET

O OUTPUT

[390,(/

Fig. 35. A schematic diagram of the sample/hold
circuit employed in the DD.



APPENDIX D
A LIST OF RECEIVER PARAMETERS

IF BANDWIDTH 2 MHz

DATA BIT RATE 50 Kbps

LO PHASE QUADRATURE ERROR ±2+

DELAIY AT S/H OUTPUT IN RESPONSE TO

A STEP APPLIED AT THE

INTEGRATOR'S INPUT 171 nsec

S/H APERATURE TIME :.0 nsec

TOTAL MULTIPLIER ERROR +1% FULL SCALE

MULTIPLIER BANDWIDTH 3 MHz

DATA BIT RATE - DESIGN MAXIMUM 500 Kbps

ERRO. IN MATCHING GAIN IN EACH

ORTHOGONAL CHANNEL _
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